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Qin Mingzhu’s face did not show the joy of being engaged. This marriage was a complete humiliation. 

Yun Chujiu, b * Tch, I won’t forgive you! 

 

 

“Miss, senior brother Chu Hu kidnapped someone on the way here with me!”Zhu Shan braced herself 

and reported. 

 

 

Qin Mingzhu was stunned. “Senior brother Chu Hu kidnapped someone?” 

 

 

“Yes, senior brother Chu Hu said that he would explain it to you personally. He directly dragged away 

dawn. I didn’t dare to stop him.”Zhu Shan was afraid that Qin Mingzhu would vent her anger on her, so 

she said carefully. 

 

 

Qin Mingzhu snorted coldly. “I didn’t expect that daybreak could actually seduce a man with his 

disfigured face. Since senior brother Chu Hu likes him, then let him be. When he gets tired of playing 

with him, that B * Tch won’t be able to live anymore.” 

 

 

When Zhu Shan heard Qin Mingzhu’s words, she heaved a sigh of relief in her heart. 

 

 

On the other side, Yun Chujiu was dragged by Chu Hu all the way forward. Yun Chujiu wished that she 

could chop off the hand that Chu Hu dragged her. It was not easy for her to suppress the urge to kill. 

 



 

Chu Hu dragged Yun chujiu all the way to a room. Yun Chujiu’s eyes flashed. Damn it, if this Chu Hu 

wanted to do it forcefully, she could only kill him! 

 

 

Chu Hu stared at Yun chujiu maliciously. “B * Tch, you actually let that idiot replace you last time. This 

time, you want to climb up the social ladder? Let me tell you, don’t even think about escaping from my 

hands!” 

 

 

After saying that, Chu Hu started to take off his outer clothes. Yun chujiu gathered her spiritual power in 

her right hand, and just as she was about to order the little black bird to curse, Chu Hu’s identity jade 

token started to tremble. 

 

 

Chu Hu cursed in his heart. After sending his spiritual sense in, he cursed a few more times, and then 

said, “B * Tch, you wait here obediently for me. If you dare to run, I’ll Make Your Life a living hell!” 

 

 

Chu Hu gave Yun chujiu a warning before walking out. 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

Yun chujiu saw that Chu Hu’s identity jade token could transmit messages, so the voice transmission 

talisman should be useful as well. Hence, she took out the voice transmission talisman and prepared to 

send a message to di beiming. However, what made her depressed was that the voice transmission 

talisman still could not be sent out. It was simply F * cking ridiculous! 

 

 



Yun chujiu naturally would not sit around and wait for death. She carefully walked out of the house. 

Although the courtyard had a protective array, such a low-level protective array still could not stop Yun 

Chujiu. 

 

 

After Yun chujiu activated the isolation array, she used a small purple needle to attack a point. After a 

few explosive sounds, the protective array was opened. 

 

 

When Yun Chujiu was swept over, she had already observed everything. This place was very close to the 

desolate land, so after she activated the concealment talisman, she headed straight for the desolate 

land. 

 

 

Yun chujiu carefully hid her tracks along the way. Although she met a few people, they weren’t at the 

level of a spirit paragon. She smoothly arrived at the desolate land. 

 

 

Yun chujiu gritted her teeth and fixed herself to the well wall with sticky threads. She also covered the 

well with a stone slab. She thought to herself, even in her dreams, that Chu Hu would never think that 

she would hide in a place where she almost lost her life, the most dangerous place was the safest place. 

 

 

About two hours later, the sound of footsteps came from outside. In order to be safe, Yun chujiu not 

only activated the concealment talisman, but also buried her entire body in the mud. She held a hollow 

straw in her mouth to breathe. 

 

 

Not long after, someone moved the stone slab at the mouth of the well. It was Chu Hu. 



 

 

Chu Hu looked into the well and found that there was no one inside, but he still shot a few wind blades 

at the mud. Yun chujiu cursed in her heart. Damn it, fortunately, I have a defensive spirit tool on me, and 

it is deep enough.., otherwise, I will definitely be hacked to death. Bastard, just you wait, I will not 

forgive you! 


